
In 1998, I created my first website, which I closed down after several years.  
Browsing through my old files, I found this introduction page, which still seems 
to describe my love of crafts and dollmaking, and a bit of background, so here 

it is: a little blast from the past. 

-------------<>-------------<>-------------<>--------------  

Greetings! 

My name is Vada.Vada.Vada.Vada. 
Come on in, and let me tell you about my crafts and Cramalot Inn.  

I have been making hand-crafts for many years, and have wished I might someday 
have "my own shop". I had even thought of naming it just that:  

"My Own Craft Shop".  
(Beware! This could be a clue to my sense of humor, and my love of catchy phrases 

and silly names.) 
 

My first true love was teddy bears, as well as rag dolls and other well-stuffed toys. 
As my imagination and my collection grew, the little craft room became more 
crowded, but I was having fun and each item was truly "stuffed" with love.  

 
One day when a friend was watching me stuff a bear, she commented: "You really 

do cram a lot in there, don't you?" and Bingo!...I knew I'd found the perfect name: I'd 
call my shop....  

"Cramalot Inn Crafts".  
 

Over the years, I have sold my crafts to friends and co-workers, had shows in my 
home, consigned to shops, rented space in malls, and showed at local craft shows -- 

all wonderful ways to share the fun. My greatest reward in creating any item, is the 
joy it brings to the recipient. 

Though I do have a few favorite purchased patterns, most items are my own 
creations, some growing out of a special request. I've made small things, such as 
angel ornaments from macaroni (my pasta angels) and silk flowers, to mid-sized 

barefoot kid dolls (some of which are angels, too), to big "toddler-sized" cloth dolls; 
mop dolls, block-body dolls, and a corral-ful of weighted-bottom bunnies, cows, cats, 

and horses. Lots of Santas and Christmas stockings; a hand-made coloring book 
with my own original story text; greeting cards; even done a little poetry (if I might 

refer to is as such). 
I like to do color photography in my spare time, of which there is little, after my 

full-time job, in addition to the crafts. One does have to make a living, huh? 
Never-the-less, as they say: "my joy is full" and my craftroom overfloweth. 

 
* * * 

So, now my wish has come true and at last I have "my own craft shop" in the form of 
Cramalot Inn Crafts which fills many rooms in the virtual world of the website. 



What a great new experience it has been, building this cyber-castle "store". I go to 
the shop every day at any hour, and am greeted by many wonderful visitors, 

shoppers, and fellow crafters..... without ever leaving home! 
 

I have tried to make Cramalot Inn an enjoyable place to visit and browse, and 
maybe you will even fall in love with the crafts! 

 
I hope you will want to come and visit often. In the past, all my creations were 

made-to-order, but I will be changing that "format" to 
"what-you-see-is-what-you-can-get" only. Following a "little time off" this spring, for 
good behavior, I will be making up a variety of dolls, bears, animals, and new stuff. 
Photos will be posted of exactly what I have ready to ship. So you will be likely to 

find something new and different every time you visit. 
Most of these things are intended only for use as decorator items, unless otherwise 

described. 
Everything, of course, is fully gauranteed, and can be returned for full refund. It is 

very important to both you and me, that you are happy with your purchase. 
And of course I must not leave out a very important contibutor to this site:  

the REAL queen of the castle:our much-loved and (what cat isn't?) spoiled ...  
Wicket.  

You can see what a close companion she is to me when you click on the Library 
Annex and read how she helps me make a slipcover. 

Welcome to Cramalot Inn! 

established 1998 

Vada Dolph, Proprietor 

 
 

 


